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ABSTRACT
We present a domain specific language for hard real-time applications. It uses the concept of single variable assignment and allows the definition of timing constraints. The language has been
designed to express the parallelism in real-time control system applications. The included editor
runs static analysis and shows the degree of parallelism on the fly. The proposed language is part
of an execution framework that is used to evaluate patterns for parallel programming.
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Introduction

Current embedded real-time systems are equipped with multi-core processors. In future,
the number of cores will grow massively. Systems with thousands of cores are imaginable
[15]. There is still a gap between these hardware platforms and concepts for parallelism in
available software. Expressing parallelism in software is a commonly occurring problem,
and therefore many different software design patterns have been developed to address this
issue [9, 12]. While these patterns are designed for grid, distributed, or personal computing, they are not targeted towards being used in software for real-time control systems. The
existing patterns for parallel software modeling have to be re-evaluated and new patterns
have to be found for this application domain.
In software development for real-time control systems, parallelism is not directly addressed by used modeling tools and programming languages such as C, ASCET [4] or
Simulink [14]. This forces developers to write sequential software. The current support for
writing parallel software is inappropriate. Sequential software usually cannot utilize the advantages of currently available and future parallel hardware platforms.
Not only do existing parallel patterns not match the requirements of embedded real-time
[10, 2] and especially control systems, but also lack currently used programming languages
for the embedded real-time domain any support for parallelism. We therefore introduce a
language that can express parallelism and parallel patterns in an early state of the software
development process. The language is designed to help to avoid common coding pitfalls by
means of static analysis and to explore how much inherent parallelism is in the developed
control system.

System

write 42

Component C1 {
channel A
write 42 A
}

A

Component C2 {
read B
C1.A [ age = 0-5 ms ]
set L1 = B + 8
set L2 = B - 29
if ( L1 == 50 ) {
print "Hello" [ age = 0-10 ms ]
}
print L2 [ age = 0-5 ms ]
}

read B

5

A
C1.A

5

set L1 = B + 8

10

set L2 = B - 29

5

if (L1 == 50)

10

print L2

5

print "Hello"

10

Figure 1: Two components of a system block (left): Component ’C1’ provides a channel ’A’ that is read
by component ’C2’ and used in in the variables ’L1’ and ’L2’. The generated data-flow graph (right)
has each instruction as a sequential element according the "communication sequential elements" pattern. The stop watch icons indicate the calculated and derived execution frequencies.
max. 10 ms

set L1 = B + 8
read B
write 42

A

C1.A

set L2 = B - 29

print L2
write 42

max. 5 ms

0 ms

read B
A

C1.A

if (L1 == 50)
set L2 = B - 29

print "Hello"

write 42

max. 5 ms

5 ms

read B

print L2

C1.A

set

A

max. 5 ms

10ms

Figure 2: Possible schedule were the instructions are executed according the calculated frequencies.
It is ensured that the given age constraints are met.
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Central Language Ideas

The presented language is based on the "communicating sequential elements" pattern and
the concept of single variable assignment. The concept of single variable assignment reduces
the data dependencies to true data dependencies (flow dependencies). As anti or output dependencies are avoided, concurrency can be exposed easily [8, 5]. Other data-flow-oriented
languages are Lustre [6] and VHDL [11]. Related modeling technologies are ASCET and
Simulink. In a control system, sensors read the environmental variables. Afterwards, this
data "flows" via one or several controllers to the system’s actuators [10]. Therefore, a dataflow-oriented language perfectly suits the nature of control systems. As all data dependencies are known the source code can be transformed into a data-flow graph for further
analysis. Nodes of this graph are single instructions like variable instantiations, arithmetic
operations, sequential instructions, if-else statements, or loops. A "component" in the code
is a structural element that groups source code according to its functional coherence and
that has multiple "channels", a kind of fixed-size message queue. The defining component
can write immutable values to its channels. Other components can read these values from
the provided channels. This concept is based on the before-mentioned communicating sequential elements pattern. Hence component hierarchies can be resolved easily during the
generation of the data-flow graph as shown in Figure 1.
Correct timing is crucial in control systems. The frequency of a controller within a control
system is an important variable of the overall control algorithm. In most control systems, the
frequencies are static to simplify calculations. Therefore, the timing description is another
important aspect of the proposed language. Available timing definition languages, e.g. TDL

[13] and TADL [1], or general modeling languages e.g. ASCET [3] and AADL [7] provide
structures to define timing. Such a timing definitions can be the last point in time when a
component must write a value to an actuator.
Each consumer of a channel defines an age constraint, i.e. a minimal and/or a maximal
age for the values it wants to read from the channel. The defined timing information is added
for further analysis to the data-flow graph and is used to calculate the minimal execution
frequency of each instruction by traversing the graph backwards. During execution, it is
guaranteed that the consumed values adhere the given constraints. Figure 2 illustrates this
behavior. This ensures the developer intended behavior of the control system.
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Static Code Analysis

The single assignment semantics and the data-flow principle do not only reduce data dependencies but also allow static analysis within the editor. The goal of the static analysis is
to equip the programmer with tools and information about the degree of parallelism in his
software. Following features are provided in the editor:
Unintended Oversampling. Oversampling happens if a consumer runs less frequently
than its provider. This can happen if two consumers read from the same channel having two
different time demands. Because of the data-flow principle and the timing definitions, the
static analyzer can easily detect oversampling. There are two kinds of oversampling recognizable so far. Oversampling on a read instruction is caused by another read instructions
with a higher timing demand, or a write instruction that writes to the same channel which
is read more frequently. Oversampling does not have to be a bug. Sometimes oversampling
is once needed, for example to filter a signal. The decision is to the programmer if oversampling is functional necessary or not. Nevertheless, reducing unintended oversampling decreases the system utilization and increases the overall system efficiency and performance.
Coverage Checks. The consumer-driven approach helps to detect if components produce values that are not consumed, i.e. that does not effect any actuators. Static analysis can
detect and point out such "dead-ends".
Bottlenecks. Another aspect of the provided language is to give the software developer
hints about the degree of parallelism in his software. We plan to automatically detect bottlenecks or long paths of sequential data-flows. All in all, the given feedback can aid the
developer to produce less sequential source code.
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Future Work

The requirements for an embedded real-time systems are advanced timing constraints such
as predictability. This includes very short response times (e.g. in automotive systems less
than 1 millisecond) and very precise timing. A sufficient level of determinism is important
to ensure a provable level of quality, which is very important for safety critical applications.
In the future, we will implement several control systems with the proposed design language to verify the concepts and their applicability. Furthermore, we will evaluate parallel
programming patterns with respect to real-time constraints in embedded environments.
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We introduce a language that can express parallelism and parallel patterns in an early state of
the software development process. The language is designed to help to avoid common
coding pitfalls by means of static analysis and to explore how much inherent parallelism is in
the developed control system.

Problem Statement:
•
•

Typical control flow,
here in a start/stop system :

Increase of parallelism in
embedded real-time systems
Current parallel patterns not designed
for embedded real-time

Central Ideas :

Sensor

Reduction of data dependencies by
single variable assignment
Use of “communicating sequential element”
patterns for easy parallelization
Expressing timing with minimum and maximum
allowed value ages
Consumer-driven execution

Crankshaft sensor, battery sensor, …

Physical
Environment

Dataflow

Controlling
Engine control unit, …

Overall Goals :

Dataflow

Expressing and maximizing parallelism in
control system applications
Retaining real-time requirements

Actuator
Start/stop starter, …

Source: bosch-presse.de

Generated dataflow graph :

Code example :
channel D
5

read d[2] <- D
[ age = 0-5 ]

Channel is never written

write false -> E
sensor PA1

read ta1 <- TA1
[ age = 0-5 ]

5

channel E

read pa1 <- PA1
[ age = 0-10 ]

10

5

sensor TA1

5

sensor PA2

read e <- E
[ age = 0-5 ]

5

Oversampling

read pa2 <- PA1
[ age = 0-10 ]

10

set tp1 = [ ta1 <= 32 ] ? ta1 + 32 : 64

10

Oversampling

set pp1 = [ e ] ? L1( pa1 ) : 32

10

set pp2 = [ e ] ? L1( pa2 ) : 32

10

L1
write pp1 -> PP1

10

write pp2 -> PP2

channel PP1

10

write tp1 -> TP1

channel PP2

10

channel TP1

Bottle neck
10

read tp1 <- Sensor.ST.TP1
read pp1 <- Sensor.SP.PP1
read pp2 <- Sensor.SP.PP2

10

10

write s2 -> Actuator.A.FS

10

Oversampling
10

read fs <- FS
[ age = 0-10 ]

write fs -> S

20

20

Legend

write 1000 -> S
20

actuator S
[ age = 0-20 ]

Look-up Table sync. Access

20

Frequency (acc. Age)

20

Derived Frequency

Note: The shown code and graph example is not taken from a real start/stop system. It is a made up application with no direct relation to any real product.
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Reducing needless oversampling
Coverage checks
Detection of bottle necks

channel FS

set s2 = L3( tp2, pp2 )

•
•
•

write s1 -> Actuator.A.FS

10

Static Code Analysis :

set s1 = L2( tp1, pp1 )

L3

Graph Generation +

L2

system Sensor {
sensor TA1;
sensor PA1;
sensor PA2;
component ST {
channel TP1;
read ta1 <- TA1 [ age = 0-5 ];
controller T {
set tp1 = [ ta1 <= 32 ] ? ta1 + 32 : 64;
write tp1 -> TP1;
}
}
component SP {
channel PP1;
channel PP2;
channel E;
channel D;
controller A {
read pa1 <- PA1 [ age = 0-10 ];
read pa2 <- PA1 [ age = 0-10 ];
read d[2] <- D [ age = 0-5 ];
read e <- E [ age = 0-5 ];
set pp1 = [ e ] ? L1( pa1 ) : 32;
set pp2 = [ e ] ? L1( pa2 ) : 32;
if ( d[0] = 0 and d[1] = 1 ) {
write false -> E;
}
write pp1 -> PP1;
write pp2 -> PP2;
}
}
}
system Controlling {
component CG {
synced [ age = 0-20 ] {
read tp1 <- Sensor.ST.TP1;
read pp1 <- Sensor.SP.PP1;
read pp2 <- Sensor.SP.PP2;
}
set s1 = L2( tp1, pp1 );
set s2 = L3( tp1, pp2 );
if ( s1 < s2 ) {
write s1 -> Actuator.A.FS;
} else {
write s2 -> Actuator.A.FS;
}
}
}
system Actuator {
actuator S;
component A {
channel FS;
read fs <- FS [ age = 0-10 ];
if ( fs < 1000 )
write 1000 -> S;
} else {
write fs -> S;
}
}

